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COMMUNICATING WHAT WORKS,
WHAT DOES NOT AND WHY
At The Wallace Foundation, our approach is to provide risk capital to attempt
to develop solutions to important public challenges in education, afterschool and
the arts.
To be successful, we must identify problems that are tractable, be persistent in
working with our partners to test and refine innovative solutions, and gather
hard evidence of what works, what does not and why. To ensure that the
practices developed by the small number of institutions we can fund are able to
benefit those we cannot fund, we invest in broadly sharing lessons about how
they can be implemented and the outcomes they are likely to produce.
The communication strategies we use to do that are described by our president, Will Miller, in his
essay. These continue to evolve in the face of what the Pew Center’s Internet & American Life Project
describes as a triple revolution: wide access to broadband Internet that has increased the time we spend
online and the amount of information we access and create; mobile communications that make the Web
accessible anywhere and at any time; and social networks that make it easier for our peers to recommend what we should care about and read.
These developments create both challenges, like information overload, and opportunities, like the ability to share useful information with new audiences through Facebook, Twitter and other social media
channels. It’s worth underscoring, however, that the main reason institutions will choose to adopt the
new practices we and our partners aim to generate remains unchanged: because they are demonstrably
better, in effectiveness and cost-effectiveness, than what they replace. This means that even as how we
communicate changes, what we communicate — practical, evidence-based solutions — remains the
same.
Part of the credit for our approach to philanthropy can be attributed to the late George Grune, who
chaired Wallace’s board of directors from 1984 to 2002.
George was a powerhouse — an athlete who earned a football scholarship to Duke University, a U.S.
Marine, and an advertising salesman who rose to become CEO and chairman of the Reader’s Digest
Association. He was a longtime supporter of expanding opportunities for disadvantaged youth and of
the arts. Through his dynamic leadership, George set the four small predecessor foundations of The
Wallace Foundation on a course to become a single national philanthropy characterized by an innovative blend of giving and the development of useful, practical knowledge.
During his tenure, the foundation gave $800 million to causes that reflected the priorities of our founders, DeWitt and Lila Acheson Wallace. In his last letter as chairman, George reflected on what he called
a “voyage of discovery” to meet the following challenge: Could the foundation combine targeted, strategic investments and objective measurement of results to create large-scale benefits “befitting the bold
and generous vision of our founders”?
To help us meet this challenge, we are fortunate to be guided by a strong board of directors, many of
whom were selected when George and Walter Shipley chaired the foundation.
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From 2002 to 2014, we had the benefit of the wisdom of Susan Kropf. As the former president and chief
operating officer of Avon, she took a long view, bringing a keen understanding of the challenge of successful implementation, and the value of models of success with clear progress indicators. We will miss
her probing questions, good counsel and practical approach.
We are pleased to welcome two new board members who joined Wallace in 2014. Mary Beth West
recently retired from Mondelez International as executive vice president and chief category and marketing officer, the top marketing position at the company. Her focus on developing a deep understanding of
key audiences will be invaluable as we seek to continue to broaden our impact. Debora L. Spar, president of Barnard College since 2008, brings valuable perspective both from her position in the academy
and as a keen observer of how societies change through the interplay of public and private institutions.
She is the author of several books including most recently Wonder Women: Sex, Power, and the Quest
for Perfection.
With their guidance, we will remain focused on our constant goal: strengthening learning and enrichment for children, and helping more people gain exposure to the arts.

Kevin W. Kennedy, Chairman
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president’s
essay

COMMUNICATIONS: PART OF OUR
TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE
My essay in this year’s annual report reflects on one of
our key strategies for catalyzing change broadly: communications. At Wallace, we see communications as essential
to helping our grantees do better, and at the same time,
scaling impact by drawing evidence from their work that
can benefit others across the field and sharing it widely.
Let me begin, first, by sharing highlights from our work in 2013.
 In Afterschool, the nine cities in our second-generation work on building systems to promote highquality afterschool citywide made progress in developing data collection and quality improvement
efforts – both important to ensuring programs generate benefits for children. For example, the
number of programs in grantee cities entering afterschool participation data into a shared information system rose from 124 in 2012 to 214 in 2013. A companion pilot effort to help 24 afterschool
providers strengthen their financial management also saw gains; for example, all organizations now
produce monthly cash flow projections compared with seven at the start. To share that work broadly,
we launched a popular section of our website called StrongNonprofits.org that includes more than 60
free financial management resources.
 In Arts Education, the two districts we fund boosted access to high-quality arts instruction in public
schools, bucking a long-term national trend of reduced access. In Boston, the proportion of K-8 students receiving weekly arts instruction rose from 67 percent in 2009 to 86 percent in 2013; in Dallas,
the proportion of elementary school students receiving 90 minutes of instruction rose from 50 percent
in 2009 to 100 percent in 2013. Separately, we began a project with the Boys & Girls Clubs of America to help the organization develop and test high-quality arts programs in the afterschool hours. Early
insights have been captured in a report – Something to Say: Success Principles for Afterschool Arts
Programs From Urban Youth and Other Experts – that draws on market research among youth to
understand what would make them attend arts programs. The report also describes best practices of
exemplary arts programs for the young.
 In Summer and Expanded Learning, we launched a rigorous evaluation of a Wallace-funded summer
learning effort in five urban school districts as part of a project with two goals: help the participating districts serve thousands of children with high-quality programming, and develop evidence for
practitioners and policymakers about whether and how five- to six-week, voluntary summer learning
programs can help students succeed in school. Success will be measured by tests in the fall, grades,
state tests in the spring, attendance, and other behavioral and socio-emotional metrics. Our work
in expanded learning included grants to help individual providers expand services – with all but one
steadily increasing the number of children enrolled in the program. The Y-USA broadened a pilot
effort we helped fund to incorporate summer programs designed by the BELL program. In Syracuse,
the citywide Say Yes effort to support children during their school years and beyond made free sum-
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mer learning programming available to all students, and we helped fund the effort’s expansion into
Buffalo.
 In Audience Development for the Arts, by the end of 2013 most grantees in the Wallace Excellence
Awards initiative had completed – with positive results – the audience-building projects that were the
center of the effort. Over a three-year period, among the 46 organizations with reliable data, the 11
targeting overall gains saw a median audience increase of 27 percent; among the 35 targeting gains
in audience segments (like young adults) the median increase was 60 percent. These are substantial
gains and indicate that even in a challenging environment, success is possible if strategies are sound.
With four case studies about the audience-building efforts already published, work continued on the
remaining six.
 In School Leadership, we supported districts to continue to pioneer better ways to train and support
school principals, whom we know play essential roles in successful school improvement. For example,
in the Principal Pipeline Initiative, each of the six participating districts developed school leader standards that set a common vision for the job, and then established information systems to manage data
about aspiring principals. To share lessons from these efforts broadly, we published reports and other
resources including: Districts Matter: Cultivating the Principals Urban Schools Need; The School
Principal as Leader: Guiding Schools to Better Teaching and Learning; and tools to strengthen
principal preparation programs and central office support for their work. We also funded the Council
of Chief State School Officers to refresh national leadership standards and a parallel effort to update
the Educational Leadership Constituent Council standards, the most widely used set of standards to
accredit programs that train principals-to-be.

A BASIC CHALLENGE FOR FOUNDATIONS
As I noted above, all of these initiatives include both efforts to help our grantees directly and to add
value to the broader field. This is our approach to meeting a challenge facing most private foundations:
The needs in our areas of interest far exceed the resources we have to address them, even when we work
in collaboration with other philanthropies.
Take public education, one of our focus areas. Our nation spends about $600 billion in K-12 public
education in about 15,000 districts across the country. The Foundation Center estimates that the nation’s 86,000 or so charitable foundations make K-12 grants annually totaling about $4- to $5-billion.
That’s less than 1 percent of all K-12 public education spending. Of course foundation grants can make
a big difference to the individual districts or institutions that receive them. But if the goal is fieldwide
improvements, the resources of an individual foundation, or even of all foundations acting together, are
insufficient to achieving it by methodically funding each organization in a sector.
It’s not surprising then that a longstanding question for foundations has been: How can we help catalyze improvements on a broad scale?
Of the number of possible approaches in the foundation toolbox, communications is often an unrecognized asset for helping produce social benefits. For example, one of the best recent surveys of foundation strategy, Strategic Giving by University of Pennsylvania scholar Peter Frumkin, covers communications in a few pages and then mainly from the vantage point of foundations’ self-protection from
regulations that might harm their ability to contribute to progress. At Wallace, we consider communications an essential discipline in our strategies to catalyze broad impact. Through carefully planned and
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executed communications activities, we seek to spread useful evidence derived from the work of the
limited number of nonprofits and governmental entities we can support. That way, we hope to benefit
the large number of others who, by simple math, will likely never get a grant from us. These activities
include building our website around what we and our partners have learned, not around our activities;
optimizing our website so those lessons can be easily found; using a combination of direct outreach
(our speeches, emails and conferences) and indirect outreach (the work of partner organizations); and
harnessing social media’s network effects, which allow information to be easily shared.
We have found that incorporating capable communications disciplines into the design and execution
of major initiatives from the very beginning of those efforts produces much better results than figuring
out how to communicate about the work after it is completed. The design of our initiatives begins with
listening to field leaders, who help us understand the context surrounding a problem that we are considering tackling. Listening to them also helps us identify an important gap in knowledge that, if closed,
could help solve the problem, propelling social progress. Communications techniques such as market
research or focus groups can be very helpful in enabling us to do the “listening” systematically. We
then work with grantees to help them test new ideas and generate improvements for their institutions.
Simultaneously, we gather credible, independent evidence of their work, gaining insight that closes the
knowledge gap. Identifying opportunities up front to share lessons about how the grantees’ work is implemented as well as what effect it has (the “outcomes data”) can increase the timeliness and relevance
of the communications efforts. In short, if we are to catalyze broad impact among both practitioners
and policymakers based on the evidence created by our grantees and captured reliably, communications
is obviously a key discipline.
When we succeed, both those we fund and those we don’t fund benefit. To take a current example, each
of the five school districts funded in our national summer learning effort has been able to expand the
number of students in high-quality programs. At the same time, the districts’ experiences, both successes and stumbles, were captured in a RAND study called Getting to Work on Summer Learning that
outlines best practices – practices now considered the “gold standard” for program guidance and being
used by districts like New York City.
This approach draws on the position of foundations as sources of social risk capital in our economic
system. As scholars Helmut Anheier and Diana Leat have pointed out, because foundations exist outside
the marketplace, they can fund activities for which there is not yet a market. The payoff can come in the
form of useful answers for society.

LESSONS FROM OTHER FOUNDATIONS
Using evidence to contribute to improved practice and policy is not a new idea. In 1910, the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching published a report by Abraham Flexner titled Medical
Education in the United States and Canada that helped spark wide-ranging improvements in medical
education (even though not all of its recommendations were practical or implemented widely). Based
on a methodical, two-year study of 155 medical schools, the report outlined best practices and compared them to the status quo. It found many schools – often small, proprietary institutions that existed
outside of universities – required nothing more than a high school diploma for entrance, and offered
little hands-on training outside of dissection. With the help of efforts to widely disseminate the findings, the report, by 1920, had spurred the merger or closure of half of all medical schools – and a range
of funders, notably The Rockefeller Foundation, drawing on the evidence in the report, helped fund
improvements nationally.
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The Flexner report is an excellent example of how evidence, widely communicated, can help set an
agenda by documenting a problem and pointing toward solutions. It’s also another useful illustration of
how the independent status of foundations can be helpful. As legal and policy scholar Joel Fleishman recounts in his book The Foundation, the Flexner report was preceded in 1906 by a report that foreshadowed Flexner’s findings. But the group behind the survey – a five-physician committee of the American
Medical Association – decided not to publish, fearing it would be accused of self-interest. Concluding
that a neutral party with no “skin in the game” taking an independent look at the field would be more
believable than a group standing on one side of the issue, the committee instead approached Carnegie.
There have been similar successes in other fields, many drawing on the power of evidence and experience and showing the power of risk capital coupled with communications. The Green Revolution,
rooted in research commissioned by The Rockefeller Foundation, helped India become self-sufficient
in food and increased crop yields across the world in the 1960s. The 911 emergency system, begun as
a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-funded experiment in Alabama in 1968, spread within a decade
throughout the United States.
Wallace’s own work has contributed to broad impact in some key areas.
In education leadership, where we have invested about $500 million over 15 years, our initial round
of grants helped 15 states and districts pioneer new approaches to helping prepare and support school
principals. At the same time, the sharing of evidence and experience helped draw greater attention to
the role of principals in school improvement. Whereas school leadership was not part of the education
reform conversation when we and our partners began this work, school leadership is now a federal priority, most states have revised leadership standards, many districts feature school leadership as a central
plank in their strategies for improvement, and universities are paying growing attention to strengthening their preparation programs for aspiring principals.
In afterschool, citywide efforts to improve afterschool were a rarity in 2003, the first year of our major
grants in the area. Today, after roughly a dozen cities have tackled the issue with our support and the
resulting evidence has been disseminated in RAND’s Hours of Opportunity and other publications, at
least 76 of the nation’s 275 largest cities report taking steps to coordinate afterschool programs – with
62 percent using quality standards, an important step toward ensuring that children actually benefit
from programs.
We would, of course, never claim that these results were directly caused by the work of our foundation,
but we believe we have made a meaningful contribution. Progress in these areas depended on having
a sturdy, three-legged stool in each case: Grantees who took on the challenge of pioneering new approaches; independent research that captured their experiences, describing what worked, what did not
and why; and effective communications to practitioners and policymakers who could benefit from the
grantees’ experience and to influential voices that could help spread the word.

REFLECTIONS ON OUR OWN EXPERIENCE
Over the past decade, we think we’ve learned some useful lessons about how to apply good communications disciplines in ways that advance our mission.
 First, practitioners and policymakers are, just as the American Medical Association committee reasoned 100 years ago, interested in evidence generated by foundations. At Wallace, we’ve seen down-
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loads of our reports and tools rise from a few thousand in 2003 to half a million in 2013, with most
information consumers being practitioners.
 Second, credibility is our most important asset. As veteran crisis communications counselor Davis
Young advises, the best way to preserve one’s reputation is to avoid doing things that damage it. In our
case, it means making sure we lead with what the evidence says – not what we would like it to say.
 Third, before we start thinking about asking others to adopt a new idea, we ask whether it is truly
helpful. Decades of research on the diffusion of innovations suggest that the main driver of adoption
of new ideas is whether people find it useful compared with their current practice. If a new idea is
not an improvement in the eyes of the user, there’s no reason to think clever persuasion will trump
genuine utility. Ultimately, institutions that we don’t fund will be the judges of whether the insights
we and our partners generate are credible and useful.
 Fourth, partnerships can be powerful disseminators of effective practices and innovative solutions.
Partnering with professional associations helps us reach broad practitioner audiences. Associations
are key channels through which members get information – and they are strong voices that help
establish norms of practice.
 Fifth, the medical principle of “first do no harm” applies in communicating about the successes and
shortcomings of grantees. We work hard to present the knowledge and evidence gained from evaluations of our grantees’ efforts with candor and completeness. Simultaneously we work to ensure that
our grantees – who are taking on much of the risk in “social risk capital” – are not harmed by the
independent reports we commission. This can be challenging, but approaches such as “anonymizing” the names of organizations and drawing general conclusions from comparisons across a body
of funded work can be useful in sensitive circumstances. We also strive to help grantees find ways to
communicate the context for their work. This is not to say that every grantee is pleased with every
evidence-based report, but many if not most grantees find the independent evidence a useful springboard from which they can make improvements and demonstrate their own commitment to datainformed decisions.
 Sixth, we think that underwriting coverage in high-quality, nonprofit journalism has helped build
awareness of the problems we hope to help solve. For example, we’re told our funding of coverage of
school leadership in Education Week has helped policymakers and practitioners better understand
why effective leadership is important – which is consistent with several decades of agenda-setting
research that emphasizes the role of media coverage in both bringing issues to people’s attention and
shaping how people understand them.
 Last, we understand that change takes time. People are rightfully suspicious of the reform-du-jour
and want to know that it will do more good than harm. This means that communications, like other
investments, needs a long time horizon. Most of the examples I cited took a decade for broad impact
to begin to unfold.
We’re pleased at the progress we’ve made in some areas, but much remains to be done. In the coming
years we’ll be:
 Continuing to invest in gathering useful evidence from our grantees’ work and communicating
it widely.
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 Investing more effort in social media, both to amplify dissemination by what we used to call “word of
mouth” and to listen to what others are saying. In the world of commerce, online consumer comments
about a product or service are becoming as important as what the seller or manufacturer says about
it. Gradually, that is likely to spread to the kind of free information resources we and other foundations provide.
 Becoming more sophisticated in how we tailor messages to specific audiences without distorting the
content. When Wallace consultants spoke with parents about enrolling their children in the programs
in our summer learning project, they heard loud and clear that a positive message about preparing
children for the coming school year was much more attractive to families than a negative one about a
child’s being a victim of the achievement gap.
 Understanding how information travels in networks, so that we can communicate with those who are
looked to as sources of information.
 Ensuring that in an age of information overload we give visitors to our website multiple options for
gaining access to the insights and evidence we want to share – whether PDF files, infographics, videos
or quick summaries.
 Selectively broadening our audience so that we reach more of those who can help set agendas for
progress in their communities, without losing our focus on reaching practitioners.
I began by noting that communications is often an underappreciated part of the foundation toolbox for
contributing to social progress. This may be changing. Between 2008 and 2011, a survey of foundation
communication officers found that the percentage of those who ranked influencing policymakers as
“extremely important” doubled to 47 percent. Increasing public understanding of the issues the foundation is concerned about was their number one priority. This bodes well for the strong role of communications disciplines in the toolbox going forward.

					Will Miller, President
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the year
in review

school leadership
Our school leadership efforts in 2013 continued to focus mainly on the six-year, $75 million Principal
Pipeline Initiative. Launched in August 2011 and building on 10 years of lessons about what it takes to
shape an effective principal, the initiative seeks to help six school districts develop “principal pipelines”
consisting of four key components:
 Standards: Defining the job of the principal and creating clear, rigorous job requirements detailing
what principals must know and do.
 “Pre-Service” training: Ensuring that aspiring school leaders are well trained.
 Hiring: Selecting only well-trained candidates for principal jobs.
 Evaluation and on-the-job support: Regularly evaluating principals and providing them with professional development to overcome weaknesses.
The six districts participating in the initiative are: Charlotte-Mecklenburg, N.C.; Denver; Gwinnett
County, Ga. (outside Atlanta); Hillsborough County, Fla. (encompassing Tampa); New York City; and
Prince George’s County, Md. (near Washington, D.C.).

OVERVIEW OF 2013 – SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES
Progress on the Principal Pipeline

All six districts continued to bolster efforts to train, hire
and support effective school leaders. Each district completed
the essential first step to improve principal performance: the
establishment of standards for school leaders that meet local
needs and conform to the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) standards, a research-based set
of standards districts throughout the United States rely on
for a description of what principals need to know and do.
All districts have also established “leader tracking systems,”
databases that will manage the flow of information about
all aspiring principals, where they were trained, what assessments they have taken and what positions they have held.
Such systems will help districts place and support principals, provide feedback to the programs that
trained those principals, and help in measuring the effects of the Wallace initiative.

“Coaching for first-year principals is
now almost universal across the six
districts, and most districts have
increased the number of coaching
options available for second- and
third-year principals as well.”

These early efforts have led to several benefits, especially in the ways in which pipeline districts work
with training programs that prepare and support principals. Independent, Wallace-funded investigations by the Policy Studies Associates research organization found that, as a result of the pipeline work,
training programs were better tailoring their curricula to the needs of the six districts. Districts are
also broadening training options for aspiring principals and strengthening coaching for new principals.
Coaching for first-year principals is now almost universal across the six districts, and most districts
have increased the number of coaching options available for second- and third-year principals as well.
These successes are not, however, without challenges. Almost all districts are still adjusting budgets
and contemplating new funding models to ensure that progress is not lost once Wallace funding ends
in 2017. Further, one district has had trouble placing aspiring principals in leadership positions, largely
because of a lack of open spots.
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Tom Boasberg,
superintendent
of Denver Public
Schools, and
MaryEllen Elia,
superintendent
of Hillsborough
County Public
Schools, were two
of the panelists
at a gathering of
the professional
learning
community for
Wallace’s Principal
Pipeline Initiative
in March.

Refreshing national standards

In addition to the work in the six districts, Wallace invested in efforts aimed at strengthening principal
performance nationwide. We funded an effort by the Council of Chief State School Officers to refresh
the ISLLC standards. We are also investing in a parallel effort to update the most widely used set of
standards to accredit programs that train principals-to-be (the Educational Leadership Constituent
Council or ELCC standards).
A new initiative focusing on principal supervisors

Wallace also prepared to embark on a major new initiative focusing on a set of people who influence
principals: their bosses in district central offices. Currently, supervisors in many districts lack the time
and other resources to guide principals in ways that can help them improve teaching and learning in
their schools. The new initiative seeks to determine whether shifting supervisors’ priorities, giving them
a more manageable number of principals to work with, and offering other supports could ultimately improve principal effectiveness. The foundation intends to launch the five-year, $24 million effort in early
fall 2014 in six districts separate from the pipeline districts.
KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION

“Among our more notable publications in 2013 was Districts Matter, a
Wallace Perspective that draws on
a decade of work to show how districts can help principals improve
teaching and learning.”

Wallace has worked to widely spread what we have learned
about the cultivation of effective school leaders. Among our
more notable publications in 2013 was Districts Matter, a
Wallace Perspective that draws on a decade of work to show
how districts can help principals improve teaching and learning. We also supported an update of the Quality Measures
Toolkit, an assessment first developed in 2009 that principal
training programs can use to evaluate their course content,
candidate recruitment procedures and the like.
Three publications helped lay the foundation for our new
Principal Supervisor Initiative. Rethinking Leadership:
The Changing Role of Principal Supervisors, a report by
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the Council of the Great City Schools, took a detailed look at the role of principal supervisors across
the country and identified several hurdles that keep them from improving instruction in schools. The
Central Office Transformation Toolkit, tools developed by University of Washington researchers,
offers suggestions to help districts redesign central offices in ways that can overcome such hurdles.
Meanwhile, a Wallace article, Make Room for the Principal Supervisors, examines how Denver Public
Schools was able to put more principal supervisors in place despite budget constraints.
Participants
at a Principal
Pipeline Initiative
professional
learning
community
meeting listen to
a presentation on
school principals
and the rollout of
the Common Core
State Standards.

Shael PolakowSuransky (center),
president of Bank
Street College
of Education
and former chief
academic officer
for New York City
public schools;
MaryEllen Elia,
superintendent
of Hillsborough
County (Fla.)
Public Schools;
and J. Alvin
Wilbanks, CEO/
superintendent of
Gwinnett County
(Ga.) Public
Schools, spoke at a
Principal Pipeline
gathering in
March.

LOOKING AHEAD

While rolling out the supervisor work, Wallace will continue to support and monitor progress of the
Principal Pipeline Initiative. We will help the pipeline districts build on strengths and address weaknesses identified in the research. Some districts will work to set up the data systems they need to place and
support principals; others will pursue new partnerships with principal-training programs to expand and
diversify their sources of new school leaders. We expect all components of the pipelines to be in place by
the end of 2016. An evaluation of the effects of these components on student achievement is expected in
January 2018.
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AFTERSCHOOL
More than 15 million school-age children are left to their own devices after 3 p.m., yet millions of parents report they would enroll their kids in afterschool and summer programs if they were available. This
is an enormous missed opportunity for learning and enrichment, especially for children most in need.
Our afterschool strategy involves two main initiatives:
Afterschool System Building: One possibility for increasing access to good afterschool programs is the development
of citywide “systems” that coordinate the work of municipal
agencies, schools, nonprofit youth programs and other institutions vital to afterschool. Wallace’s work in the first decade of
the 2000s – when we supported efforts in five cities to develop
afterschool systems from scratch – provided what the RAND
Corp. called “a proof of principle” that system building holds
promise. Our current initiative, which started in 2012, is designed to generate lessons from nine cities on how to refine and
enhance systems already under development.

“With technical assistance paid for
by Wallace, the grantee cities made
significant progress in two areas
essential to afterschool systems: 1)
collecting and sharing data, and 2)
developing standards and assessments to improve program quality.”

Strengthening Financial Management: In this Chicago initiative, Wallace is helping afterschool providers overcome a little-recognized barrier to offering more and
better programs – weakness in financial management. The effort provides financial management training and assistance to nonprofits and funds a forum for state, philanthropic and afterschool leaders to
find ways to reduce common financial reporting and reimbursement burdens.

OVERVIEW OF 2013 – SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES
Afterschool System Building

With technical assistance paid for by Wallace, the grantee cities (Baltimore; Denver; Fort Worth; Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Jacksonville, Fla.; Louisville, Ky.; Nashville; Philadelphia; and St. Paul) made significant
progress in two areas essential to afterschool systems: 1) collecting and sharing data, and 2) developing
standards and assessments to improve program quality.

Data Collection Efforts
Grantee cities with a shared data system

Programs in grantee cities entering data
into a shared system

As of October 2012

4 of 9

124

As of October 2013

6 of 9

214

Increase

50%

73%
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Program Quality Improvement
Grantee cities with citywide
program quality standards

Grantee cities assessing program quality

Programs in grantee cities assessing program quality

As of October 2012

6 of 9

6 of 9

169

As of October 2013

7 of 9

6 of 9

238

Increase

17%

0%

41%

In some of the cities, support for system building has been volatile as mayors have approached term
limits and project leaders have moved on to new jobs. To maintain institutional support over the long
term, grantees will need to regularly assess whether they are involving all of the right institutions and
individuals in the system effort.
Strengthening Financial Management

Maria Pesqueira
is president and
CEO of Mujeres
Latinas en Acción,
one of 24 Chicago
nonprofits taking
part in Wallace’s
Strengthening
Financial
Management
effort.

Consulting firm Fiscal Management Associates wrapped up its technical assistance to grantee organizations in September 2013 by conducting follow-up to training completed in 2012. The grantees’ financial
management practices have improved (for example, all 24 now produce monthly cash flow projections,
up from seven when the project started), but the organizations still struggle to raise adequate funding.
In the 2013 fiscal year, eight of 14 organizations that received the most intensive training nonetheless
reported a deficit. Major funding cuts to all grantees resulting from the 2008 economic downturn were
a likely contributor to the shortfalls; this scarcity of funding suggests that good financial management is
necessary to a nonprofit’s success but not enough to ensure it.
KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION

Wallace tackled the challenge of tracking the growth of afterschool systems in 2013, publishing a study
of large U.S. cities that will serve as a baseline against which future system-building activity can be
measured. The study, which surveyed a sample of cities with populations of more than 100,000, found
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“Hosted on Wallace’s website and
containing close to 80 free tools,
how-tos and articles to help nonprofits get “fiscally fit,” StrongNonprofits.org has attracted substantial
interest across the nonprofit sector.”

that a majority of the communities polled had at least one
major system-building activities under way. One sign of the
prevalence of system building was the presence of 400 representatives from 57 cities at a February conference organized
by Wallace and four other groups to discuss ways to improve afterschool programs and measure their performance.
Insights from the mayors, program providers, system leaders
and researchers in attendance were gathered in a report and
accompanying videos.

February also saw the launch of StrongNonprofits.org,
which draws on the work of the Strengthening Financial
Management effort. Hosted on Wallace’s website and
containing close to 80 free tools, how-tos and articles to help nonprofits get “fiscally fit,” the site has
attracted substantial interest across the nonprofit sector. Its resources, on subjects ranging from revenue
analysis to budget development, had been retrieved about 24,000 times by the end of 2013.
LOOKING AHEAD

Research is under way to distill lessons from both afterschool initiatives. One study will examine the
way system builders use data to inform decision making. Another will look at the impact of financial
management training on participating nonprofits. Technical assistance to Wallace’s afterschool system
building grantees will continue through 2016. The Donors Forum, an association of Illinois philanthropies and nonprofits, will continue, with Wallace support, to promote reform of the Illinois state contracting process so it functions better for afterschool providers.
Mujeres Latinas
en Acción is a
social service
agency offering
afterschool
programs to
Chicago children
and teens.
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In Duval County,
Fla., children take
part in a six-week
summer program
of creative
learning, field
trips and other
activities, part of a
Wallace initiative
to learn about
district efforts to
strengthen and
expand summer
learning programs.

Summer and Expanded Learning
Launched in 2010, Wallace’s summer and expanded learning work supports efforts to engage children
in opportunities to learn and develop skills outside the traditional school day and year. Wallace is working on a range of projects to strengthen the providers of these opportunities and measure the effects of
their programs on student achievement.

OVERVIEW OF 2013 – SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES
Summer Learning District Demonstration Project

In Boston; Dallas; Duval County, Fla.; Pittsburgh; and Rochester, N.Y., Wallace is funding a multiyear
summer learning “research and demonstration” project. The project combines reading, writing and
math instruction, as well as enrichment activities such as music and sports, for low-income students
with a much-needed rigorous test of what works and what doesn’t in these summer programs.
In 2011 and 2012, with the help of outside assessments of their programming, the districts worked to
improve the programs so they included the hallmarks of high-quality summer experiences, including
duration of at least five weeks and a full day of activities with three hours of academic instruction. The
idea was that in 2013, when the evaluation of the programs’ impact on students began, researchers
would be testing efforts that reflect what’s currently known about strong summer programs.
The research team and districts successfully launched the randomized controlled trial, exceeding the
student recruitment goal by 11 percent. Almost 14,000 children – including 3,200 rising fourth graders, the grade level in the study – took part in summer programming in 2013, compared with about
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10,000 in 2012. Moreover, the quality
of the 2013 programming was measurably enhanced from 2011, when the
demonstration project began. The vast
majority of participating children come
from low-income households. The districts’ success at getting large numbers
of rising fourth graders to sign up for
the summer programs in 2013 shows
unmet need among low-income families for these types of programs. At the same time, we have learned
that motivating parents to register can take a concerted effort.

“The districts’ success at getting large numbers of
rising fourth graders to sign up for the summer
programs in 2013 shows unmet need among lowincome families for these types of programs.”

Expanded Learning Opportunities

One of Wallace’s key expanded learning strategies has been to strengthen the few well-established nonprofits with strong programs so they can serve more children. Starting in 2010, Wallace began funding
three leading national providers of summer programming – Building Educated Leaders for Life (BELL),
Higher Achievement and Horizons National – and four providers of school-year programming – Citizen
Schools, Communities In Schools, The After-School Corporation (TASC) and Say Yes to Education.
Since our support began, all but one of the providers have steadily increased the number of children enrolled in programs, an indicator of both the strength of the organizations and program quality (because
children vote with their feet). The grantees achieved the enrollment gains despite being vulnerable to cuts
in funding by school districts that still view their programs as a nice-to-have rather than a necessity.
Wallace worked on two additional projects in 2013, exploring potential new directions in the evolving
field of expanded learning. We supported a pilot partnership between BELL and Y-USA, through which
BELL’s summer program model for K-5 students was replicated in schools served by Y affiliates in Hartford, Chicago and Orlando, Fla. The two organizations are committed to refining and expanding their
collaboration, which has the potential to reach far more students than BELL could on its own.
Meanwhile, Say Yes to Education made progress in Syracuse, where it has brought together leaders from
government, higher education, the business community, and the nonprofit and philanthropic sectors (a
model known by names including “collective impact” and “collective action”) to improve life prospects
for low-income students by addressing the academic, social-emotional and health-related obstacles they
face. In 2013, Syracuse made free summer learning programming available to all students and free afterschool available to all elementary school students. Local funding to pay for a coordinator of student
services on site at every school in Syracuse has now replaced Wallace funding – a sign that the effort is
garnering the community backing it will need if it is to last. As Wallace’s support for Say Yes Syracuse
winds down, the foundation has made a four-year, $4.5 million commitment to a new Say Yes effort in
Buffalo, ensuring that Wallace will continue to gather and share lessons about the collective action approach to expanded learning.
KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION

Wallace released two significant publications on summer and expanded learning in 2013: Getting to
Work on Summer Learning: Recommended Practices for Success, a RAND report on how school
systems can develop high-quality summer learning programs, and the Wallace-authored ExpandingLearning, Enriching Learning: Portraits of Five Programs, which offers accounts of five foundationsupported expanded learning grantees. Getting to Work on Summer Learning was featured at the annual conference of the National Summer Learning Association, whose CEO called the report “the gold
standard” for guidance on building a summer learning program.
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At P.S. 186 in Brooklyn, budding detectives take part in an afterschool forensics class, one of the many offerings of The After-School
Corporation’s ExpandED project.

The past year also saw the release of findings from a randomized controlled trial of Higher Achievement. The findings, published by MDRC, are mixed but include some genuine gains: Higher Achievement participants outperformed their peers on reading and math tests after two years in the program
and held on to the gains in math, but not reading, after four years. They were also more likely to attend
a private high school and less likely to attend an academically noncompetitive public charter or magnet
school (but no more likely to attend a public charter or magnet school that was competitive). The study
was funded in part by Wallace; other funders were: The Atlantic Philanthropies, Bank of America, the
Smith Richardson Foundation, the Spencer Foundation, and the William T. Grant Foundation.
LOOKING AHEAD

The focus of the summer learning district demonstration project in 2014 will be to ensure that large
numbers of the 2013 students attend the district programs again so that researchers can test the impact
of two consecutive summers of programming. In the expanded learning realm, Wallace will fund the
next phase of BELL’s collaboration with Y-USA and continue to support Say Yes as it works to apply its
collective action model in Buffalo. In 2014 and 2015, Wallace expects to share new research on, among
other topics, the summer district demonstration (the first set of findings on student impact are scheduled to be available in fall 2014), collective action efforts, and so-called “noncognitive factors,” the
attitudes and skills children need to manage emotions, set and achieve goals, maintain positive relationships and make responsible decisions.
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Arts Education
Since 2005, Wallace has been working in selected cities to overcome a decline in public school arts education that began in the late 1970s by finding ways to engage more young people in high-quality arts
learning during the school day and beyond. Our arts education efforts have largely focused on:
 Helping school districts improve, expand and equitably distribute arts instruction.
 Working with large, national “youth-serving” organizations to develop an array of arts programs that
their local affiliates can use.

OVERVIEW OF 2013 – SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES
School districts: In 2013, Wallace continued to support nonprofits in Boston and Dallas to help
bring high-quality arts instruction to more students in local public schools. In Boston, the education
improvement organization EdVestors worked to sustain the success of the Boston Public Schools Arts
Initiative, a public-private partnership to expand and improve arts education throughout city schools.
Despite a change in mayoral administration and an upcoming transition in leadership of the school
system, EdVestors played a key role in keeping arts education a priority: Gains in the percentage of
students receiving arts instruction were preserved.
In Dallas, the arts learning organization Big Thought continued to work with nearly 100 arts, cultural
and community groups to design and develop summer and afterschool arts programming. This past
year, Big Thought focused on strengthening the connection between in-school and out-of-school learning by helping its partners integrate reading and writing instruction into their arts programs. Another
highlight was the graduation of the first group of teaching artists from Big Thought’s Teaching Artist
Fellows Program, an intensive 10-month course designed to deepen their knowledge and skills. Key
progress indicators include the following:

Indicator

Dallas

Boston

Increased student

 Elementary students receiving 90 minutes of weekly arts

 Students K-8 receiving weekly arts instruction increased from

participation

instruction increased from less than 50% in 2009 to 100% in
2013

67% in 2009 to 86% in 2013
 Percentage of high school students receiving any arts instruction grew from 26% (2009) to 56% (2013)

Increased local funding

 District invested additional $3 million

 District invested additional $5 million
 Local funders committed $4.5 million towards 2015 goal of
$5.5 million

More arts teachers

 Number of arts teachers increased from 142 in 2007 to 160
in 2013

Increased quality

 Significant improvements in the quality of teaching as measured by newly developed assessment tool

 Number of arts teachers increased from 163 in 2009 to 240
in 2013
 Development of quality assessment tool delayed because of
change in leadership and subsequent reorganization of the
school system
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“Drawing on hundreds of interviews with young people, their families, researchers and leaders of exemplary programs nationwide, Something to Say offers
insights into how high-quality arts programs can attract and retain low-income
urban tweens.”
The Boston Public
Schools Arts
Initiative, which
seeks to expand
and improve arts
education in that
city’s schools,
offers a snapshot
of its progress
since 2009.

National organizations: Having previously supported the development of a plan by the Boys & Girls
Clubs of America (BGCA) to offer expanded arts programming through the organization’s local affiliates, in 2013 Wallace provided additional funding for a pilot program to test the plan in 12 clubs. For
Phase I of the project, BGCA set about identifying the first six clubs that will participate, filling open
positions on its arts team, and preparing the clubs to recruit youth and launch their new arts programs
in 2014.
KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION

The past year saw the release of an important Wallace-commissioned publication for the field, Something to Say: Success Principles for Afterschool Arts Programs From Urban Youth and Other Experts,
which originated with market research conducted for the youth-serving organizations project. Drawing
on hundreds of interviews with young people, their families, researchers and leaders of exemplary programs nationwide, the report offers insights into how high-quality arts programs can attract and retain
low-income urban tweens. It also lists and describes 10 principles for developing effective programming.
The report was accompanied by a video introduction and video profiles of six outstanding arts organizations. Wallace co-sponsored presentations of the report with several of the organizations featured; af-
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“After one presentation with San
Antonio’s SAY Sí, a local funder
stepped forward with a surprise
grant of $25,000.”

ter one such event with San Antonio’s SAY Sí, a local funder
stepped forward with a surprise grant of $25,000.
Wallace also published New Opportunities for InterestDriven Arts Learning in a Digital Age, which discusses the
ways young people use media, describes new technologies
that allow them to engage in the arts on their own time and
provides a framework for thinking about “interest-driven”
arts learning. It was recognized as a notable publication by
the nonprofit Americans for the Arts.

LOOKING AHEAD

In 2014, the first six clubs in BGCA’s Wallace-funded pilot program plan to launch their enhanced arts
programming, with six more to follow. To capture lessons from this effort, Wallace has commissioned
an evaluation to determine whether the clubs can increase the number of youth participating in arts
programming by using the 10 principles identified in the Something to Say report. The evaluation is expected to generate insights about what it takes to effectively start and run such a program and the kinds
of outcomes it yields for participating youth.

Young dancers take part in a class offered by the Boys & Girls Clubs of Central Minnesota, one of the Boys & Girls Clubs of
America affiliates taking part in an initiative to boost afterschool arts programming for tweens.
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Cassidy Quinn Brettler (Confessions of a First-time Operagoer winner) tries out baritone Richard Paul Fink’s staging on the set of
Das Rheingold. Confessions, a project that used social media to document a young neophyte’s introduction to opera, was one of the
Seattle Opera company’s Wallace Excellence Award projects.

Audience Development
for the ARTS
The Wallace Excellence Awards set out in 2006 to accomplish two major goals. The first was to help
exemplary arts organizations in selected cities build their audiences, using data and research to inform
their efforts. The second was to study the grantees’ work for insights that would be of use to arts organizations nationwide as they look to expand or diversify their audiences or deepen people’s engagement
with the artistic offerings.
Eventually, 54 arts organizations in six cities – Boston, Chicago, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Philadelphia,
San Francisco and Seattle – became Wallace Excellence Award recipients, and by the end of 2013, the
first goal had largely been reached. Most of the grantees – a wide selection of theater, music, dance,
film, visual arts and other arts organizations – had completed their audience building projects, with
efforts as varied as the groups themselves. For example, Seattle’s Pacific Northwest Ballet devoted
itself to cultivating a new generation of ballet lovers by bringing more teenagers into the audience mix
through new marketing and ticketing schemes and other means. The Contemporary Jewish Museum in
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“Seattle’s Pacific Northwest Ballet devoted itself to cultivating a
new generation of ballet lovers
by bringing more teenagers into
the audience mix through new marketing and ticketing schemes and
other means.”

San Francisco looked for ways to attract greater numbers of
families to the institution by, among other things, offering
an array of family-oriented scheduled and drop-in programs.
And Philadelphia’s Fleisher Art Memorial sought to make its
arts programming appealing to the many new immigrants
in its community through such innovations as ColorWheels,
an art-supplies-filled van that delivers opportunities for
art making to Philly neighborhoods where such opportunities are scarce. The grantees’ initiatives as a whole showed
the possibilities for audience building efforts; the median
increase in the size of the audience groups targeted by the
efforts was 47 percent.

Work continued in 2013 on the Excellence Awards’ second
goal. Wallace has commissioned a series of case studies and
other useful tools derived from the initiative, individual grantees and their audience building projects.
Four of the case studies have been published to date.
Looking Ahead

Another six case studies – which look at Fleisher, the Pacific Northwest Ballet and the Contemporary
Jewish Museum, in addition to the Seattle Opera, the Minnesota Opera and Pahiladelphia’s Clay Studio
– are slated for publication beginning in 2014, along with a report examining common lessons from the
case studies and a guide to market research for arts organizations.

Thousands of Seattleites enjoy the free simulcast of Seattle Opera’s 2012 production of Madama Butterfly in KeyArena.
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Public outreach
The Wallace Foundation strives to provide the knowledge that can help improve school leadership,
afterschool, audience development for the arts, arts education, and summer and expanded learning. We
fund efforts to generate valuable new information and ideas. And we work hard to spread those insights
broadly so they help not just those we reach directly with our grants, but also those who have never
received Wallace funding.
The Web

The year 2013 was a milestone for The Wallace Foundation’s website, perhaps our most far-reaching
communications tool. For the first time, downloads of our products – including reports, publications,
videos and online tools – exceeded a half million, a 47 percent increase over 2012.

*Estimated

Social Media

Wallace continues to experiment with social media, an increasingly important communications vehicle.
Our outlets include Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Pinterest:
As of December 31, 2012

As of December 31, 2013

Twitter

5,409 followers

8,237 followers

Facebook

247 likes

750 likes

YouTube

23 videos

75 videos

viewed 4,531 times

viewed 8,670 times

at an average of 0:36 minutes/view

at an average of 2:07 minutes/view

0 likes

57 likes

Pinterest
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“For the first time, downloads of our products – including reports, publications,
videos and online tools – exceeded a half million, a 47 percent increase over 2012.”
Products and Publications

It was a busy year for content. We posted nearly 40 new publications, videos and other materials to our
website. They included:
 In-depth reports such as Something to Say, an exploration of how high-quality arts programs can attract and retain low-income urban tweens.
 Articles such as Expanding Learning, Enriching Learning, a series describing five Wallace-funded programs working to expand learning and enrichment for disadvantaged children.
 Tools such as the Central Office Transformation Toolkit, which helps school districts re-orient their
work to focus primarily on improving teaching and learning in schools.
 Video series (two to 20 videos each) such as Great School Leadership in Action, where 13 administrators explain how they put theories of leadership to work in schools.
 Presentations and infographics that condense such publications into digestible formats.
Once again this year, our most popular publication was How Leadership Influences Student Learning,
a groundbreaking 2004 examination of the impact of school leadership on the classroom. Eight
of our most popular downloads were produced before 2013, indicating that their insights continue to
have value.

Top 10 Downloaded Publications in 2013

Year Published

Downloads

How Leadership Influences Student Learning

2004

73,298

The School Principal as Leader: Guiding Schools to Better Teaching and Learning

2012

64,788

Learning From Leadership: Investigating the Links to Improved Student Learning

2010

17,180

A Place to Grow and Learn: A Citywide Approach to Building and Sustaining Out-of-

2008

15,739

The Making of the Principal: Five Lessons in Leadership Training

2012

11,644

The Three Essentials: Improving Schools Requires District Vision, District and State

2010

11,318

Investigating the Links to Improved Student Learning: Key findings from Wallace

2010

9,637

The Effective Principal

2012

8,039

New Opportunities for Interest-Driven Arts Learning in a Digital Age

2013

7,749

Districts Matter: Cultivating the Principals Urban Schools Need

2013

7,134

School Time Learning Opportunities

Support, and Principal Leadership
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“A front-page New York Times
story on summer learning spotlighted a five-district, Wallace-run
demonstration project, while in a
PBS NewsHour interview, Wallace
president Will Miller discussed principals and school improvement efforts.”

Citations and media appearances

Scholarly citations of Wallace work – an indication that publications are being read and used by researchers – continued to
increase in 2013. Hundreds of publications referred to Wallace’s
knowledge base. To take one example, Laying the Foundation
for Successful School Leadership, an independent 2013 study by
RAND, cited a Wallace-authored Perspective and two Wallacecommissioned reports.

In 2013 Wallace also received noteworthy news coverage. A
front-page New York Times story on summer learning spotlighted a five-district, Wallace-run demonstration project in summer learning, while in a PBS NewsHour interview, Wallace president Will Miller
discussed principals and school improvement efforts. A Wall Street Journal article showcased StrongNonprofits.org, a Wallace resource to help nonprofits, especially afterschool providers, strengthen their
financial management practices.
Looking ahead

In reports, Wallace Perspectives, research briefs and videos, Wallace will continue to work with grantees to synthesize lessons being learned in our work. We will also continue to try new ways to make our
information and ideas easier to share, especially on social media.
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PublicationS/
multimedia
’13

NEW PUBLICATIONS AND MULTIMEDIA
RESOURCES from wallace
Downloadable for free at www.wallacefoundation.org

Advancing Philanthropy
publications

AfterSchool
Publications

one contributor among many

In this annual report, foundation President Will Miller describes Wallace’s approach to philanthropy.

RepoRt ’12

Wallace’s Report 2012: One Contributor Among Many
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Is Citywide Afterschool Coordination Going Nationwide? An Exploratory
Study in Large Cities

This study finds that many larger U.S. cities are coordinating afterschool programming.
Better Together: Building Local Systems to Improve Afterschool
(A Conference Report)

When teams from 57 cities discuss building local afterschool systems, ideas fly about improving
access to high-quality afterschool, as documented in this conference report.

September 2013

Is CIt y w Ide
Af tersChool
CoordInAt Ion
GoInG
nAt Ionw Ide?

Making the Connections: A Report on the First National Survey of
Out-of-School Time Intermediary Organizations

A n E x p lo r Ato r y S t u dy
in l ArgE CitiES

The first national survey of intermediaries finds that these groups are playing a key role in boosting afterschool services.

linda simkin | Ivan Charner | Caitlin dailey
eric watts | hannah taub | Abidemi Adelaja

Strong Directors/Skilled Staff: Guide to Listing the Core Compentencies

This handbook describes a major city youth-service agency’s conclusion about key skills needed
by after-school workers, and offers tools to develop these skills.
NEW MEDIA

SOMETHING
TO SAY
SUCCESS PRINCIPLES for AFTERSCHOOL
ARTS PROGRAMS from URBAN YOUTH
and OTHER EXPERTS

StrongNonprofits.org: Resources for Nonprofit Financial Management

Denise Montgomery • Peter Rogovin
Neromanie Persaud

This Wallace website offers free tools, how-tos and articles to boost nonprofit financial
management.
VIDEO: Afterschool and Afterschool Systems

National experts discuss how cities can advance quality and participation in afterschool
programs.

i

Arts Education
Publications
Something to Say: Success Principles for Afterschool Arts Programs From Urban Youth and Other Experts

How can arts programs attract and retain low-income urban tweens? This report offers answers.
July 2013

New Opportunities for Interest-Driven Arts Learning in a Digital Age

NEW

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
INTEREST-DRIVEN

Digital technologies show promise for giving young people new pathways to the arts.

ARTS
LEARNING
IN A DIGITAL AGE

BY KYLIE PEPPLER

A Report Commissioned by

New Publications and Multimedia Resources
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Advancing Arts Education through an Expanded School Day: Lessons from Five
Schools

Five schools find ways to strengthen arts education as part of a longer school day.
New Media
VIDEO: Something to Say: Educators and Urban Youth Show How Afterschool
Arts Programs Can Succeed

This series highlights six arts programs that are models for engaging young people ages 10 to 13.
School Leadership
Publications
Building a Stronger Principalship, Vol. 2: Cultivating Talent Through a
Principal Pipeline

This report, the second in a continuing series, describes early changes in principal training and
support in six Wallace-funded efforts to develop principal pipelines in urban school districts.
Make Room for the Principal Supervisors

This article details how Denver Public Schools put a new focus on the people who coach and
evaluate principals – despite tight budgets.
Central Office Transformation Toolkit

Three tools are designed to aid school districts working with principals to improve teaching and
learning.
Rethinking Leadership: The Changing Role of Principal Supervisors

How can school districts ensure that principal supervisors are able to help principals meet the
demands of their jobs? This report sheds some light.
Six Districts Begin the Principal Pipeline Initiative

The first in a series of reports evaluating a Wallace initiative to develop principal pipelines in
urban school districts details how the districts are working to improve the ways they cultivate
principals.
Districts Matter: Cultivating the Principals Urban Schools Need

This Wallace Perspective describes key steps that school districts can take to improve school
leadership.
The School Principal as Leader: Guiding Schools to Better Teaching
and Learning

Stories From the Field

november 2013

This Wallace Perspective identifies five key practices of effective principals.
New Media
VIDEO: Great School Leadership in Action

Expanding Learning,
enriching LEarning

School leaders talk about how they have put five practices of effective principals to work.

Portraits of Five Programs
Daniel Browne

Summer and Expanded Learning Opportunities

R are
This report provides some preliminary answers to the question of how schools and districts
paying for expanded learning time

esearch shows low-income students suffer disproportionate learning loss over the summer and
because those losses accumulate over time, they
contribute substantially to the achievement gap be-

tween low- and higher-income children. The Wallace Foundation is funding a five-year demonstration project to examine whether summer learning programs can reduce summer
learning loss and promote achievement gains. This report,
the second in a series, draws on emerging lessons from six
school districts in the study—Boston, Cincinnati, Dallas, Duval County (Florida), Pittsburgh, and Rochester (New York)—
that offer full-day programs for five to six weeks free of
charge to large numbers of elementary students. The report
synthesizes the key lessons learned about how to establish
and sustain effective programs. The most emphatic recom-

Getting to Work on Summer Learning: Recommended Practices for Success

Financing Expanded Learning Time in Schools: A Look at Five District ExpandedTime Schools

Expanding Learning, Enriching Learning: Portraits of Five Programs

Sarosh Syed

Pamela Mendels

1

R Summer Learning Series

C O R P O R AT I O N

Getting to Work
on Summer Learning
Recommended Practices
for Success

mendation is to start planning early, no later than January,

This report examines the efforts of five Wallace-funded programs to expand high-quality
learning opportunities for low-income children.

and include both district and summer site leaders in the
process. Many problems identified by the researchers—from
weak teacher training to ineffective transportation—could be
traced to a rushed planning process. Other guidance includes
enrollment deadlines, ensuring sufficient time on academics, and selecting enrichment providers with qualified staff
experienced in behavior management. To manage costs, the

Augustine et al.

adopting a commercially available curriculum, establishing

authors suggest designing the program with costs in mind—
by hiring staff based on projected daily attendance rather
than number of enrollees, for example, and by restricting the

Getting to Work on Summer Learning: Recommended Practices for Success

number of sites to control administrative costs.

Commissioned by The Wallace Foundation

This report offers guidance to school district leaders interested in launching or improving summer learning programs.

Catherine H. Augustine, Jennifer Sloan McCombs,
Heather L. Schwartz, Laura Zakaras

E DAT
N
UC
I OAT
NIA
OLNS E C U R I T Y R E S E A R C H D I V I S I O N

RR-366-WF

R

www.rand.org
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financial
overview

INVESTMENT ASSETS

Our portfolio totaled $1.483 billion
on December 31, 2013, which was
$100 million higher than December
31, 2012. Over the last 10 years we
also paid $658 million in grants and
expenses, which included $72 million
in grants and expenses paid in 2013.
ASSETS

oPERATING AND gRANT/pROGRam eXPENSES

The bulk of expenditures under “grant/
program” goes to education, arts,
social service and similar nonprofit
organizations. Also included is spending
for research and communications.

operations

GRANT/program

Grant/program Expenses by focus area

The pie charts below show spending in Wallace’s areas of interest. The first shows program grants and expenses approved in
2013; the second shows grants/expenses paid in 2013 (including grants approved in earlier years); the third shows the total
grant amount approved since 2004.
Approved in 2013
($63.3 million)

Approved from 2004-2013
($700,440,486)

Cash Paid Out in 2013
($61.5 million)

10.6%

8.0%

10.3%

35.6%

12.7%

6.2%

36.5%
20.0%
45.0%

47.0%

41.1%

27.0%

EDUCATION LEADERSHIP

LEARNING AND ENRICHMENT
(Afterschool/Summer and
Expanded Learning)

ARTS (Arts Learning/
Audience Development)

Other
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Program expenditures and commitments
The following tables describe and list the expenditures made in 2013 to advance Wallace’s work in its areas of
afterschool, arts education, audience development for the arts, school leadership, and summer and expanded
learning. In most of these areas, our approach and expenditures are grouped under two main categories: Develop
Innovation Sites, and Develop and Share Knowledge.
DEVELOP INNOVATION SITES — We fund and closely work with our grantees – which are usually institutions rather
than individuals – to help them plan and test out innovations, new approaches to solving major public problems. These
innovation site efforts can provide us and the broader field with insights into what works, what does not, and which
conditions support or impede progress.

DEVELOP AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE — Through our grantees’ work and related research we commission, we develop
ideas and information that can improve both public policy and the standard practices in our fields of interest. We then use
a number of different communications strategies to get the word out.

school
leadership

Our goal is to raise the quality of leadership by principals and other key school figures so
they can improve teaching and learning in their schools.

1. Develop Innovation Sites
These grants support Wallace’s principal pipeline initiative, which works with selected school districts to improve training and support of
principals and evaluate the results for students.

Organization / IRS name, if different (City, State)

total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

$3,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

–

Education Development Center, Inc. (Waltham, Mass.) – To conduct a
professional learning community for principal training programs and their alumni.

$500,000

500,000

500,000

–

Education Development Center, Inc. (Waltham, Mass.) – To provide
technical assistance to the principal pipeline districts.

$600,000

600,000

600,000

–

Georgia Leadership Institute for School Improvement, Inc.
(Lawrenceville, Ga.) – To conduct a professional learning community for principals.

$450,000

450,000

450,000

–

Gwinnett County Board of Education (Suwanee, Ga.) – To enable
the Gwinnett County school district to take part in the pipeline effort.

$2,500,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

–

Prince George's County Board of Education (Upper Marlboro, Md.)
– To enable the Prince George's County school district to take part in the pipeline
effort.

$2,300,000

2,300,000

2,300,000

–

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education (Charlotte, N.C.)
– To enable the Charlotte-Mecklenburg school district to take part in the pipeline
effort.

$1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

–

The Fund for Public Schools, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To enable the New
York City school district to take part in the pipeline effort.

$4,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

–

Denver Public Schools Foundation (Denver, Colo.) – To enable the
Denver school district to take part in the pipeline effort.
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total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

$2,700,000

2,700,000

2,700,000

–

–

202,824

177,309

–

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
(Washington, D.C.) – To share knowledge about school leadership with colleges of
education through speaking engagements and other means.

$200,000

200,000

200,000

–

American Association of School Administrators, Inc.
(Alexandria, Va.) – To disseminate knowledge about school leadership through
webinars, publications and the organization's national conference.

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

Council of Chief State School Officers (Washington, D.C.) – To
develop model standards for principal supervisors.

$280,000

280,000

280,000

–

Council of Chief State School Officers (Washington, D.C.) – To
share knowledge about school leadership through speaking engagements and
other means.

$450,000

450,000

450,000

–

Council of Chief State School Officers (Washington, D.C.) – To
revise standards for education leadership training programs.

$250,000

250,000

250,000

–

Council of Chief State School Officers (Washington, D.C.) – To
update 2008 "ISLLC" standards for school leadership and develop related resources.

$500,000

500,000

500,000

–

Education Trust, Inc. (Washington, D.C.) – To disseminate ideas and information about school leadership.

$165,000

165,000

165,000

–

Learning Forward/National Staff Development Council (Dallas,
Tex.) – To disseminate ideas and information about school leadership through
conferences and other means.

$165,000

165,000

165,000

–

Paul Manna and Susan F. Moffitt – To co-author a report about the
emergence of new education advocacy organizations.

$85,000

85,000

85,000

–

National Association of Elementary School Principals
(Alexandria, Va.) – To share ideas and information about school leadership with
elementary school principals through speaking engagements and other means.

$65,000

65,000

65,000

–

National Association of Secondary School Principals (Reston,
Va.) – To share ideas and information about school leadership with secondary
school principals through speaking engagements and other means.

$65,000

–

65,000

–

National Association of Secondary School Principals (Reston,
Va.) – To share ideas and information about school leadership with secondary
school principals through speaking engagements and other means.

$200,000

200,000

–

$200,000

National Association of State Boards of Education (Arlington,
Va.) – To share ideas and information about school leadership through speaking
engagements and other means.

$150,000

150,000

150,000

–

National Conference of State Legislatures (Denver, Colo.) – To
share ideas and information about school leadership through speaking engagements and other means.

$400,000

400,000

400,000

–

$3,500,000

700,000

700,000

–

The School Board of Hillsborough County, Florida (Tampa,
Fla.) – To enable the Hillsborough County school district to take part in the pipeline
effort.
OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Technical assistance to grantees,
project management.

2. DEVELOP AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE

Policy Studies Associates, Inc. (Washington, D.C.) – To conduct an
evaluation of Wallace's principal pipeline initiative.
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total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

The University Council for Educational Administration
Inc. (Charlottesville, Va.) – To compare and contrast education leader preparation
program standards and determine how they might be strengthened.

$80,000

80,000

80,000

–

The University Council for Educational Administration
Inc. (Charlottesville, Va.) – To support the dissemination of ideas and information
about school leadership to principal training programs.

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

University of Washington (Seattle, Wash.) – To refine a tool to assess
the performance of principal supervisors.

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

Vanderbilt University (Nashville, Tenn.) – To assess the current School
Administration Manager (SAM) program model and determine the utility of a larger
evaluation of SAM.

$159,336

159,336

75,000

84,336

Parthenon Group, LLC (Boston, Mass.) – To map the work of leading national
organizations in advancing school leadership to identify gaps, overlapping efforts
and possibilities for coordination.

$145,000

145,000

145,000

–

New Leaders, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To match a grant for a federal Investing
in Innovation grant.

$225,000

–

225,000

–

The NYC Leadership Academy, Inc. (Long Island City, N.Y.) – To match
funding for a federal Investing in Innovation grant.

$250,000

250,000

250,000

–

–

269,773

210,000

–

3. OTHER EDUCATION PROJECTS

Development of an Initiative, for 2014 Launch, Centering on
Principal Supervisors – Research, planning and management.
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Our goal is to improve the quality and availability of afterschool programs in cities so that
children and teens, especially those with the greatest needs, attend often enough to benefit.
AFTERSCHOOL

1. DEVELOP INNOVATION SITES
CITYWIDE AFTERSCHOOL SYSTEMS – These grants support efforts in nine cities to develop and test coordinated, citywide approaches
to increasing participation in high-quality afterschool learning opportunities for children and teens.
total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

City of Fort Worth, Parks and Community Services Department (Fort Worth, Tex.) – To fund the city's participation in the afterschool
systems effort.

$765,000

–

213,346

15,000

City of Grand Rapids, Our Community's Children (Grand Rapids,
Mich.) – To fund the city's participation in the afterschool systems effort.

$765,000

–

190,492

15,000

City of Saint Paul, Department of Parks and Recreation (Saint
Paul, Minn.) – To fund the city's participation in the afterschool systems effort.

$765,000

–

264,586

19,250

Family League of Baltimore City, Inc. (Baltimore, Md.) – To fund the
city's participation in the afterschool systems effort.

$765,000

–

210,000

19,625

Fund for Philadelphia Inc. (Philadelphia, Pa.) – To fund the city's
participation in the afterschool systems effort.

$765,000

–

143,000

15,000

Jacksonville Children's Commission (Jacksonville, Fla.) – To fund the
city's participation in the afterschool systems effort.

$765,000

–

–

285,013

Mayor's Office for Education and Children, City and County
of Denver (Denver, Colo.) – To fund the city's participation in the afterschool
systems effort.

$765,000

–

–

218,725

Metro United Way, Inc. (Louisville, Ky.) – To fund the city's participation in
the afterschool systems effort.

$765,000

–

225,200

69,739

$1,000,000

–

317,500

399,566

Stanford University/Board of Trustees of the Leland
Stanford Junior University (Stanford, Calif.) – To provide technical
assistance to the nine system-building efforts in the afterschool systems initiative.

$180,000

80,000

105,000

–

The Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee, Inc.
(Nashville, Tenn.) – To fund the city's participation in the afterschool systems
effort.

$765,000

–

310,110

25,750

The Forum for Youth Investment (Washington, D.C.) – To provide
technical assistance to the nine system-building efforts in the afterschool systems
initiative.

$25,000

25,000

25,000

–

Wellesley College (Wellesley, Mass.) – To provide technical assistance to the
nine system-building efforts in the afterschool systems initiative.

$135,000

35,000

60,000

–

National League of Cities Institute (Washington, D.C.) – To help
coordinate the afterschool system building initiative.
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STRENGTHENING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT – This effort seeks to strengthen the financial management of nonprofit organizations
that provide high-quality afterschool programs to children and teens in Chicago – and to share financial management expertise with
afterschool nonprofits nationwide.
total grant/
contract
amount
Fiscal Management Associates (New York, N.Y.) – To provide financial
management training to afterschool nonprofits in Chicago; deliver financialmanagement-for-afterschool-nonprofits workshops and webinars; and develop
how-tos for the StrongNonprofits.org website.

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

$3,740,000

262,681

57,000

–

Donors Forum (Chicago, Ill.) – To help implement changes that aim, in
part, to improve practices in state funding of afterschool and other nonprofit
organizations.

$895,000

895,000

315,000

580,000

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Assessment of and report on Strengthening
Financial Management workshops

$35,000

28,000

10,000

–

Afterschool Alliance (Washington, D.C.) – To share information on policy
changes and disseminate ideas and information about high-quality afterschool.

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

American Youth Policy Forum (Washington, D.C.) – To organize
activities to follow up a national conference on afterschool.

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

$1,799,999

1,799,999

1,000,000

799,999

Massachusetts Afterschool Partnership Inc. (Boston, Mass.) – To
support this organization as it shares ideas and information about afterschool
system-building and serves as a statewide voice for systems in Massachusetts.

$75,000

75,000

75,000

–

National AfterSchool Association (McLean, Va.) – To help sponsor the
organization's 25th anniversary conference and support its dissemination of ideas
and information about afterschool.

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

National League of Cities Institute (Washington, D.C.) – To share
ideas and information about afterschool systems through speaking engagements
and other means.

$260,000

260,000

260,000

–

The After-School Corporation (New York, N.Y.) – To share ideas and
information about afterschool with afterschool providers throughout the state of
New York.

$75,000

75,000

75,000

–

The After-School Corporation (New York, N.Y.) – To support Every Hour
Counts (formerly the Collaborative for Building After-School Systems), a leading
source of information and ideas about afterschool intermediaries.

$450,000

–

150,000

–

United Way of Rhode Island Inc. (Providence, R.I.) – To support this
organization as it shares ideas and information about afterschol system-building
and serves as a statewide voice for systems in Rhode Island.

$75,000

75,000

75,000

–

Voices for Illinois Children, Inc (Chicago, Ill.) – To support this organization as it shares ideas and information about afterschol system-building and
serves as a statewide voice for systems in Illinois.

$75,000

75,000

75,000

–

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Project management, dissemination and documentation, Web work.

–

384,873

371,191

–

2. DEVELOP AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE

Chapin Hall Center for Children (Chicago, Ill.) – To capture insights
into how cities make sense of and use data to improve the quantity and quality of
afterschool programming.
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summer and
EXPANDED
LEARNING

Our goal is to enable city children to boost their academic achievement by spending more
time engaged in high-quality learning and enrichment activities over the summer and during
the school year.

1. DEVELOP INNOVATION SITES
SUMMER LEARNING – These grants are for Wallace’s summer learning district demonstration project, which is helping selected school
districts build strong summer learning programs on a wide scale and then evaluate the results for children.
total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

Big Thought (Dallas, Tex.) – To support the Dallas Independent School District's
2013 summer learning program, known as the Thriving Minds Summer Camp.

$1,915,301

374,301

1,915,301

–

Big Thought (Dallas, Tex.) – To support the Dallas Independent School
District's 2014 summer learning program, known as the Thriving Minds Summer
Camp.

$1,555,000

1,555,000

1,000,000

555,000

Boston After School & Beyond, Inc. (Boston, Mass.) – To support
Boston Public School's 2013 summer learning program.

$1,500,000

–

1,500,000

–

Boston After School & Beyond, Inc. (Boston, Mass.) – To support the
Boston Public Schools' 2014 summer learning program.

$1,300,000

1,300,000

1,300,000

–

$600,000

–

600,000

–

Crosby Marketing Communications Inc. (Annapolis, Md.) – To assist
districts in developing and managing communications efforts in the summer
learning demonstration districts to inform parents about the benefits of summer
learning and ensure high enrollment in the Wallace-funded programs.

$1,872,294

1,411,040

1,396,960

–

Dallas Independent School District (Dallas, Tex.) – To support the
Dallas Independent School District's 2013 Thriving Minds Summer Camp.

$1,189,000

–

1,189,000

–

Dallas Independent School District (Dallas, Tex.) – To support the
Dallas Independent School District's 2014 Thriving Minds Summer Camp.

$1,200,000

1,200,000

–

1,200,000

Mathematica Policy Research (Princeton, N.J.) – To administer fall 2013
assessments to students in the summer learning district demonstration project.

$1,614,372

1,565,727

1,565,727

–

New Legacy Partnerships (Kennenbunk, Me.) – To help districts in the
summer learning demonstration project strengthen curriculum, professional development and planning for the summer programs.

$257,680

176,373

198,370

–

Pittsburgh Public Schools (Pittsburgh, Pa.) – To support the Pittsburgh
Public Schools' 2013 summer learning program.

$1,400,000

–

1,400,000

–

Pittsburgh Public Schools (Pittsburgh, Pa.) – To support the Pittsburgh
Public Schools' 2014 summer learning program.

$1,289,100

1,289,100

RAND Corporation (Santa Monica, Calif.) – To provide technical assistance to
the school districts participating in the summer learning district demonstration.

$82,041

82,041

82,041

–

Rochester Area Community Foundation (Rochester, N.Y.) – To support the Rochester City School District's 2013 summer learning program.

$215,128

130,418

215,128

–

Rochester Area Community Foundation (Rochester, N.Y.) – To support the Rochester City School District's 2014 summer learning program.

$99,687

99,687

–

99,687

Rochester City School District (Rochester, N.Y.) – To support the
Rochester City School District's 2013 summer learning program.

$1,614,694

–

1,614,694

–

Rochester City School District (Rochester, N.Y.) – To support the
Rochester City School District's 2014 summer learning program.

$1,107,801

1,107,801

–

1,107,801

Cincinnati City School District (Cincinnati, Ohio) – To support the
Cinncinnati City School District's 2013 and 2014 summer learning programs.

1,289,100
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total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

The Community Foundation for Northeast Florida, Inc.
(Jacksonville, Fla.) – To support selected enrichment providers offering services
to Duval County Public Schools' 2013 summer learning program, known as the
Superintendent's Academy.

$250,000

–

250,000

–

The Community Foundation for Northeast Florida, Inc.
(Jacksonville, Fla.) – To support selected enrichment providers offering services
to Duval County Public Schools' 2014 summer learning program, known as the
Superintendent's Academy.

$268,000

268,000

–

268,000

The School Board of Duval County, Florida (Jacksonville, Fla.) – To
support the Duval County Public Schools' 2013 summer learning program, known
as the Superintendent's Academy.

$1,450,000

–

1,450,000

–

The School Board of Duval County, Florida (Jacksonville, Fla.) – To
support the Duval County Public Schools' 2014 summer learning program, known
as the Superintendent's Academy.

$1,316,000

1,316,000

–

1,316,000

–

161,481

148,872

–

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Management and operation of a professional
learning community about school district summer learning.

SUPPORT LEADING EXPANDED LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS – These grants support leading nonprofits with promising work under way
to expand learning opportunities for children and teens.
Higher Achievement Program (Washington, D.C.) – To provide general
operating support to this organization.

$500,000

500,000

500,000

–

Horizons National Student Enrichment Program Inc (Norwalk,
Conn.) – To support the implementation of a business plan for the organization's
growth.

$500,000

500,000

500,000

–

National Center on Time & Learning, Inc. (Boston, Mass.) – To
provide technical assistance to New York school districts that received New York
State grants to advance their work in expanded learning.

$80,000

80,000

80,000

–

National Council of Young Mens Christian Assns of the USA
(Chicago, Ill.) – To develop a pilot summer learning program partnership with the
BELL organization.

$500,000

500,000

500,000

–

Say Yes To Education, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To support a Say Yes citywide
effort to boost education and other opportunities for young people in Buffalo, N.Y.

$4,500,000

4,500,000

2,000,000

2,500,000

Say Yes To Education, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To support a Say Yes citywide
effort to boost education and other opportunities for young people in Syracuse, N.Y.

$4,265,000

–

500,000

–

The BELL Foundation, Inc. (Dorchester, Mass.) – To provide general operating support to this organization.

$650,000

650,000

650,000

–

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – To manage and run a professional learning community about expanded learning and for studies including an assessment of a pilot
expanded learning effort.

–

342,366

251,675

–
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2. DEVELOP AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE

total grant/
contract
amount

Paid
2013

Approved
2013

Future
Payments

Afterschool Alliance (Washington, D.C.) – To help fund the America After
3 survey, which includes a section on summer learning.

$125,000

125,000

125,000

–

Communities in Schools (Arlington, Va.) – To expand a one-year
randomized control trial study of the Communities In Schools model into a twoyear study.

$208,150

208,150

208,150

–

Cross and Joftus (Bethesda, Md.) – To develop a framework for expanded
learning organizations to assess the degree to which their programming is in sync
with the Common Core State Standards.

$250,000

170,000

170,000

–

Horizons National Student Enrichment Program Inc.
(Norwalk, Conn.) – To conduct a study to determine the feasibility of carrying out
randomized controlled trial research and analysis of the Horizons program.

$125,000

125,000

75,000

50,000

MDRC (New York, N.Y.) – To expand a one-year randomized control trial study of
the Communities In Schools model into a two-year study.

$495,000

495,000

195,000

300,000

National Center on Time & Learning, Inc. (Boston, Mass.) – To support ongoing communications activity.

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

National Summer Learning Association Inc. (Baltimore, Md.) – To
increase awareness of summer learning loss and its solutions, and to strengthen
the organizational structure of this group.

$507,500

–

250,000

–

National Summer Learning Association Inc. (Baltimore, Md.) – To
fund a consultant to help the association develop a strategic plan.

$250,000

250,000

250,000

–

$5,000,000

350,000

1,400,000

600,000

The Forum for Youth Investment (Washington, D.C.) – To develop a
tool to assess summer learning programs; the tool would be adapted from one
used to assess other youth programs.

$100,000

100,000

–

100,000

University of Chicago (Chicago, Ill.) – To develop a framework of the noncognitive and socio-emotional factors that contribute to young people's readiness
for college and careers.

$648,634

648,634

500,000

148,634

RAND Corporation (Santa Monica, Calif.) – To conduct research about and
an evaluation of the summer learning district demonstration project.
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ARTS
EDUCATION

Our goal is to engage more young people in high-quality arts learning during the school year
and beyond.

1. DEVELOP INNOVATION SITES
These grants help efforts in selected cities and organizations to plan or develop approaches to raising the quality and availability of arts
education.
total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

Big Thought (Dallas, Tex.) – To promote the efforts of the Thriving Minds
project to improve and expand school and afterschool arts instruction for children
and teens.

$4,300,000

–

100,000

–

Boys & Girls Clubs of America (Atlanta, Ga.) – To support the
development of a plan to expand high-quality arts programming in the Boys & Girls
Clubs network.

$25,000

25,000

25,000

–

$5,350,000

5,350,000

1,130,000

$4,220,000

Boys & Girls Clubs of America (Atlanta, Ga.) – To support the development of a strategic plan to expand arts programming in the Boys & Girls Clubs
national network.

$449,500

–

49,500

–

Edvestors Incorporated (Boston, Mass.) – To support a four-year plan to
increase access to and equitable distribution of high-quality arts instruction in the
Boston Public Schools.

$3,740,000

–

990,000

$1,080,000

National Council of Young Mens Christian Assns of the USA
(Chicago, Ill.) – To support the development of a plan to expand arts programming
in the Y's national network.

$230,000

–

30,000

–

–

106,276

48,672

–

Grantmakers in the Arts (Seattle, Wash.) – To support activities including
a study of federal arts education policy.

$60,000

–

30,000

–

National Guild for Community Arts Education Inc. (New York,
N.Y.) – To promote and disseminate Something to Say, a report on high-quality
afterschool arts programming for young people, at the guild's national conference.

$51,500

51,500

51,500

–

Next Level Strategic Marketing (Pleasantville, N.Y.) – To support
market research on teen and tween participation in the arts and to produce a
video that summarizes key findings of the research.

$1,385,000

348,861

268,198

–

Research for Action, Inc. (Philadelphia, Pa.) – To conduct a study
examining the Boys & Girls Clubs of America's arts learning programs.

$1,500,000

1,500,000

510,000

990,000

–

75,799

37,750

–

Boys & Girls Clubs of America (Atlanta, Ga.) – To carry out a plan to
expand high-quality arts instruction for tweens.

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Grants management assistance.

2. DEVELOP AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Dissemination of Something to Say, a report on
engaging young people in afterschool arts.
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AUDIENCE
DEVELOPMENT
FOR THE ARTS

Our goal is to get more people more deeply involved in the arts so they may reap the
rewards of engaging with art.

1. DEVELOP AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE
total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

A.R.T./New York/Alliance of Resident Theatres New York Inc.
(New York, N.Y. ) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand
the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Alternate Roots Inc. (Atlanta, Ga.) – For participation in meetings to help
Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate
today.

$500

500

500

–

American Records/Fractured Atlas Productions Inc. (New
York, N.Y.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the
environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

American Symphony Orchestra League (New York, N.Y.) – For participation in a focus group to help Wallace develop arts strategy.

$1,000

1,000

1,000

–

Arts Midwest (Minneapolis, Minn.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

$1,000

1,000

1,000

–

Berkeley Repertory Theatre (Berkeley, Calif.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Bob Harlow Research and Consulting, LLC (New York, N.Y.) – To prepare practical, evidence-based publications about building arts audiences, based
on the work of selected Wallace Excellence Award grantees.

$1,300,000

345,000

335,000

–

$1,000

1,000

1,000

–

Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center/University of Maryland (College Park, Md.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better
understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Classical Revolution/PDX (Portland, Ore.) – For participation in meetings
to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations
operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Clay Studio (Philadelphia, Pa.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace
better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Dad's Garage Inc. (Atlanta, Ga.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Dance USA (Washington, D.C.) – For participation in a focus group to help Wallace develop arts strategy.

$1,000

1,000

1,000

–

Dance/NYC/Dance Service New York City Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – For
participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in
which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Denver Center Theatre Company/Denver Center for the Performing Arts (Denver, Colo.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace
better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Association of Performing Arts Presenters, Inc. (Washington,
D.C.) – For participation in a focus group to help Wallace develop arts strategy.

Chamber Music America (New York, N.Y.) – For participation in a focus
group to help Wallace develop arts strategy.
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total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

Flynn Center for Performing Arts Ltd (Burlington, Vt.) – For
participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in
which arts organizations operate today.

500

500

500

–

Geva Theatre Center Inc. (Rochester, N.Y.) – For participation in meetings
to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations
operate today.

500

500

500

–

Gotham Chamber Opera Inc (New York, N.Y.) – For participation in
meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts
organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Greater Baltimore Cultural Alliance (Baltimore, Md.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts
organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

KidZNotes (Durham, N.C.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better
understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Los Angeles Music Center/Performing Arts Center of Los
Angeles County (Los Angeles, Calif.) – For participation in meetings to help
Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate
today.

$500

500

500

–

Milwaukee Repertory Theater Inc. (Milwaukee, Wis.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts
organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Montpelier Chamber Orchestra Society/Orchestra Engagement Lab (Montpelier, Vt.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better
understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Museum of the New South Inc. (Charlotte, N.C.) – For participation in
meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

New York Live Arts Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – For participation in meetings
to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations
operate today.

$500

500

500

–

$1,000

1,000

Partners in Performance (Blacksburg, Va.) – To design and conduct focus
groups with experts in the arts fields to assist Wallace in development of arts
strategy.

$71,688

71,688

57,350

–

S. Radoff Market Research (Riverdale, N.Y.) – To conduct research among
nonprofit professional arts organizations to understand matters including terminology to describe efforts to expand audiences.

$ 210,000

123,500

123,500

–

Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial Inc. (Philadelphia, Pa.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which
arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art/SECCA Foundation (Winston-Salem, N.C.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better
understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

Streb Lab for Action Mechanics (Brooklyn, N.Y.) – For participation in
meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

$500

500

500

–

–

–

–

–

Opera America, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – For participation in a focus group to
help Wallace develop arts strategy.

The Knights/Music Forward (Brooklyn, N.Y.) – For participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts organizations operate today.

1,000
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total grant/
contract
amount
Theatre Communications Group, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – For
participation in a focus group to help Wallace develop arts strategy.
Washington State Arts Commission (Olympia, Wash.) – For
participation in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in
which arts organizations operate today.
Woolly Mammoth Theatre Co. (Washington, D.C.) – For participation
in meetings to help Wallace better understand the environment in which arts
organizations operate today.
OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Travel and meeting costs for focus groups.

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

$1,000

1,000

1,000

–

$500

500

500

–

$1,000

1,000

1,000

–

–

27,737

27,737

–
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communications
total grant/
contract
amount
Theatre Communications Group, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To help
sponsor the Theatre Communications Group's 2013 national conference.

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

$5,000

5,000

5,000

–

Hatcher Group (Bethesda, Md.) – To provide communications services to
disseminate ideas and information from Wallace's efforts with policymakers,
practitioners and others.

$500,000

499,621

470,641

–

Acronym (New York, N.Y.) – To provide search engine marketing and related
services.

$300,000

300,000

270,886

–

Americans for the Arts, Inc. (Washington, D.C.) – To help sponsor the
Americans for the Arts' 2013 National Arts Marketing Project Conference.

$15,000

15,000

15,000

–

$1,200,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

–

Education Writers Association (Washington, D.C.) – To help inform
education reporters about research on education leadership, afterschool and arts
learning.

$150,000

150,000

150,000

–

Independent Sector (Washington, D.C.) – To help support the organization's
2013 annual conference.

$25,000

25,000

25,000

–

Kennesaw State University Research and Service
Foundation (Kennesaw, Ga.) – To support Youth Today, which covers issues
facing disadvantaged youth.

$100,000

100,000

–

100,000

Learning Matters Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To support televsion and Web
coverage of education and related issues.

$700,000

700,000

700,000

–

National Public Radio, Inc. (Washington, D.C.) – To support televsion
and Web coverage of education and arts issues.

$1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

–

–

446,913

404,902

–

Editorial Projects in Education, Inc./Education Week (Bethesda,
Md.) – To support print and Web coverage of school leadership, arts learning, summer and expanded learning, and afterschool.

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – Presentations, conferences and other dissemination activities; editorial and production work
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Service to the
Field of
philanthropy
total grant/
contract
amount
Center for Effective Philanthropy Inc. (Cambridge, Mass.) – To
support this nonprofit organization, which helps philanthropies improve how they
work.

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

$100,000

100,000

100,000

–

Communication Network (Naperville, Ill.) – To support this nonprofit
membership organization, whose mission is to provide resources, guidance and
leadership to advance communications in philanthropy.

$15,000

15,000

15,000

–

Council of Chief State School Officers (Washington, D.C.) – To
support the work of the Arts Education Partnership.

$25,000

25,000

25,000

–

Council on Foundations, Inc. (Arlington, Va.) – To support this national,
nonprofit membership organization for grantmakers.

$44,500

44,500

44,500

–

FJC (New York, N.Y.) – To support the 2013 program activities of the New York City
Youth Funders.

$3,000

3,000

3,000

–

Foundation Center (New York, N.Y.) – To support this national clearinghouse
of information on private grantmaking.

$75,000

75,000

75,000

–

Grantmakers for Education (Portland, Ore.) – To support this membership organization for private and public philanthropies that support improved
education from early childhood to the higher education years.

$24,500

24,500

24,500

–

$250

250

250

–

Grantmakers in the Arts (Seattle, Wash.) – To support this nonprofit
membership organization, whose mission is to provide leadership and service to
advance the use of philanthropy for arts and culture.

$21,500

21,500

21,500

–

Grants Managers Network Inc. (Washington, D.C.) – To support this
national organization, which seeks to improve grantmaking by advancing the
knowledge, skills and abilities of grants managers.

$3,000

3,000

3,000

–

Independent Sector (Washington, D.C.) – To support this nonprofit organization, whose mission is to advance the common good by leading, strengthening,
and mobilizing the nonprofit and philanthropic community.

$10,000

10,000

10,000

–

Innovation Network, Inc. (Washington, D.C.) –To support the Evaluation
Roundtable.

$50,000

50,000

50,000

–

National Public Education Support Fund (Washington, D.C.) – To
support the Education Funder Strategy Group.

$25,000

25,000

25,000

–

Nonprofit Coordinating Committee of New York, Inc. (New
York, N.Y.) – To support this nonprofit, which serves some 1,700 nonprofits in New
York City, Long Island and Westchester.

$3,000

3,000

3,000

–

Philanthropy New York, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To support the principal
professional community of philanthropic foundations in the New York City region.

$24,250

24,250

24,250

–

Sponsors for Educational Opportunity, Inc. (New York, N,Y.) – To
support a program providing college undergraduates from underserved communities with training, coaching and internships in philanthropy.

$15,000

15,000

15,000

–

–

40,000

40,000

–

Grantmakers for Effective Organizations (Washington, D.C.) – To
support this national membership organization, which promotes learning among
funders committed to building effective nonprofits.

OTHER RELATED EXPENSES – To pay for dues to the service-to-the-field
organizations.
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OTHER
GRANTS
total grant/
contract
amount

Approved
2013

Paid
2013

Future
Payments

Boys & Girls Clubs of America (Atlanta, Ga.) – To support this
organization in the memory of George V. Grune, former chairman of Wallace's
board of directors.

$750,000

750,000

750,000

–

Jacksonville Symphony Association (Jacksonville, Fla.) – To support
this organization in the memory of George V. Grune, former chairman of Wallace's
board of directors.

$250,000

250,000

250,000

–

NYU Steinhardt School of Culture, Education and Human
Development (New York, N.Y.) – To support the Research Alliance for New York
City Schools.

$300,000

300,000

100,000

–

$20,000

20,000

20,000

–

EMPLOYEE MATCHING GIFTS

–

25,180

25,520

–

REFUNDED GRANTS

–

(132,660)

(132,660)

–

$63,297,020

61,462,148

Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, Inc. (New York, N.Y.) – To support a multiyear initiative to enhance the capacity of foundations to align their
resources for impact.

grand total
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find out more
Would you like to find out more about The Wallace Foundation? Please visit our website at
www.wallacefoundation.org, where you can learn about the foundation’s:
 Mission and vision: http://www.wallacefoundation.org/learn-about-wallace/mission-and-vision/Pages/
default.aspx
 approach to grantmaking: http://www.wallacefoundation.org/learn-about-wallace/approach-and-strategy/
Pages/our-approach-to-philanthropy.aspx
 funding guidelines: http://www.wallacefoundation.org/learn-about-wallace/GrantsPrograms/
FundingGuidelines/Pages/default.aspx
 directors and staff members: http://www.wallacefoundation.org/learn-about-wallace/people/Pages/default.
aspx
 history: http://www.wallacefoundation.org/learn-about-wallace/history/Pages/default.aspx
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Our mission is to foster improvements
in learning and enrichment for
disadvantaged children and the vitality
of the arts for everyone. We seek to
catalyze broad impact by supporting the
development, testing and sharing of new
solutions and effective practices.

The Wallace Foundation
5 Penn Plaza, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10001
212.251.9700 Telephone
info@wallacefoundation.org
www.wallacefoundation.org
Year in Review
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